QEW Speaks Out: Statements & Minutes

Quaker Earthcare Witness has a rich history of contributing to the ongoing work of how best to heighten awareness and improve our practice of caring for our planet. Our various committees thoughtfully address contemporary issues and concerns, and Friends work collaboratively to produce statements and minutes that represent the sense of the group--and in a larger way, the arising voice of QEW speaking the stirrings of spirit--to individuals and groups large and small.

The links in the Related Content box on the right side of this page will take you to the statements and minutes offered by various committees at Quaker Earthcare Witness. We post these hoping they will serve as an example for those contributions you and your meeting may feel led to create as well. If your meeting prepares and offers statements or minutes, we'd love to hear about it. Send us a note through the form on our Contact Us page. Thanks, Friends.

What Canst Thou Say?

You will say Christ saith this, and the apostles say this, but what canst thou say? Art thou a child of Light and hast thou walked in the Light, and what thou speakest is it inwardly from God?

Margaret Fell, quoting George Fox